Inspired by some of current Western societies' most pressing problems, much research attention has been devoted to understanding self-regulation failure. While this has yielded some very valuable insights, the current paper underlines that understanding self-regulation failure does not mean that we also understand self-regulation success. Whereas failure and success are semantic antonyms, in terms of self-regulation research, they should not be regarded as mere opposites. First, on the process level, self-regulation success versus failure is not simply a matter of inverse explanatory factors (e.g., the capacity to inhibit impulses vs. a lack thereof). Second, on the outcome level, self-regulation success versus failure is not strictly a matter of inverse behavioral action (e.g., abstaining from versus indulging in immediate gratification). This has significant implications, the most important one being that to understand self-regulation success, researchers need to take a more holistic perspective rather than mainly considering single instances when studying self-regulation.
often because people's immediate preferences do not concur with their long-term best interests. Think for example about obesity, where people overconsume on unhealthy foods and/or fail to perform sufficient physical exercise or financial debts, where people may focus too much on spending their money right now while disregarding their financial future. Inspired by such issues, research has largely focused on explaining and finding ways to prevent self-regulatory failure: which individual or situational factors increase the likelihood that people perform behaviors that hurt their long-term goals or well-being? For example, studies have investigated when people are more likely to select unhealthy snacks over healthy snacks (e.g., Honkanen, Olsen, Verplanken, & Tuu, 2012) or to opt for luxury products over utilitarian goods (e.g., Khan, Dhar, & Wertenbroch, 2005) , identifying both situational (e.g., visceral states; Loewenstein, 1996) and individual difference factors (e.g., executive functions, Hofmann, Schmeichel, & Baddeley, 2012 ) that tend to be related to preferring immediate pleasure over long-term benefits. Though not always explicitly stated as such, outcomes are often regarded in a dichotomous way: Selecting options that provide immediate pleasure is considered self-regulation failure, while going for the options that bear long-term benefits is considered selfregulation success. Whereas failure and success are indeed semantic antonyms, in the present paper, I argue that in terms of self-regulation research, they should not be regarded as mere opposites. I will present two main arguments for this point of view: First, on the process level, self-regulation success versus failure is not simply a matter of inverse explanatory factors (e.g., the capacity to inhibit impulses vs. a lack thereof). Second, on the outcome level, self-regulation success versus failure is not strictly a matter of inverse behavioral action (e.g., abstaining from versus indulging in immediate gratification), especially not when considering single instances of behavior. Understanding how self-regulation success may not be the mere opposite of self-regulation failure has important implications and may inspire novel roads for research, to which I will provide some specific recommendations.
| IT IS NOT A MATTER OF INVERSE PROCESSES
One reason why self-regulation success is not simply the opposite of failure is that the underlying processes related to success and failure are quite different. Recent studies have shown that processes leading to self-regulation success are not simply the other side of the coin of the (much more frequently studied) processes leading to self-regulation failure. For example, a traditional viewpoint would be that self-regulation success requires effortful control of impulsive tendencies (Baumeister, Vohs, & Tice, 2007) and that self-regulation failure is caused by a lack thereof. This viewpoint resonates with explanations of behavior in terms of dual process models where impulsive, automatic ("System 1," Kahneman, 2011 ) processes need to be controlled by rational, deliberate ("System 2") processes in order for people to abstain from hedonic, short-term oriented behavior (e.g., Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009 ). Moreover, it has been supported by an abundance of empirical findings showing that whenever people do not have the resources to exert effort to control their behavior-due to being tired, mentally occupied, in a visceral state (e.g., hungry, sexually aroused) or having exerted cognitive effort on a previous task-they are much more likely to opt for immediate gratification (i.e., "self-regulatory failure, " Baumeister, Muraven, & Tice, 2000) . Although the underlying mechanisms for these effects are currently debated (i.e., is it a lack of capacity or a lack of motivation that causes people to indulge; e.g., Inzlicht & Schmeichel, 2012) , the observations in terms of behavioral outcomes are quite consistent in the sense that less deliberation leads to less beneficial outcomes (but see Dijksterhuis, Bos, Nordgren, & Van Baaren, 2006) .
Following this reasoning, self-regulation success would be characterized by situations where rational, deliberate processes have room to be dominant. However, the "success story of self-regulation" has typically not been an explicit research focus in this line of work. More recent theoretical and empirical advances have shown that the implication that self-regulation success relies on effortful control is in fact flawed (see also Fujita, 2011) . Not only has it been demonstrated that goal-directed (i.e., long-term oriented) behavior can be fostered by automatic processes (e.g., Trope & Fishbach, 2000) but also it has been shown that automatic processes in fact provide the main basis for self-regulation success (de Ridder, Lensvelt-Mulders, Finkenauer, Stok, & Baumeister, 2012) . For example, it has been illustrated that successful self-regulators tend to have better habits in the domains of healthy eating (Adriaanse, Kroese, Gillebaart, & de Ridder, 2014) as well as exercising (Galla & Duckworth, 2015; Gillebaart & Adriaanse, 2017) . Habits are adaptive routines that people perform automatically and (by definition) do not rely on effortful processes. Hence, these studies are speaking to the notion that self-regulation success may not necessarily be explained by being better able to (effortfully) resist temptations or to carefully deliberate one's choices.
Rather, successful self-regulators rely on adaptive routines that make it easier for them to behave in accordance with their long-term interests. In addition, further studies have revealed that successful self-regulators may experience conflict from temptations less frequently (Hofmann, Baumeister, Förster, & Vohs, 2012; Milyavskaya & Inzlicht, 2017) and/or less strongly (Gillebaart, Schneider, & De Ridder, 2016) . This could mean that successful self-regulators simply tend to avoid temptations and therefore have no need to exert effortful control to resist them (Ent, Baumeister, & Tice, 2015; Fishbach & Shah, 2006) . Other work points to the possibility that once temptations are encountered, successful self-regulators are quicker to identify and/or resolve a self-regulation conflict on an implicit level (Gillebaart et al., 2016; Stillman, Medvedev, & Ferguson, 2017) . Conflict identification is a necessary requirement for self-regulation processes to get activated, as pointed out by Counteractive Control Theory (Trope & Fishbach, 2000) . Indeed, stronger perceived conflict has been found to promote successful resistance of temptations through adaptive automatic processes Ozaki, Goto, Kobayashi, & Hofmann, 2017) . Although these findings are currently somewhat scattered throughout the literature, it is essentially clear that multiple recent studies converge toward the idea that automatic processes play a crucial role in explaining self-regulation success.
Thus, while a lack of effortful control or deliberation can indeed lead to a preference for immediate gratification ("self-regulation failure"), it is not true that the opposite (i.e., the availability of effortful control) is required for selfregulation success. But is it still true that more deliberate choices are generally better choices in the long run? Not necessarily so. Also when people have ample resources to deliberate their choices, they may opt for immediate gratification, as most pronounced in the literature on licensing effects showing that people use and actively look for reasons to justify indulgence (De Witt Huberts, Evers, & De Ridder, 2014) . Moreover, studies have shown that people who have more room for deliberation tend to be guided less by heuristics or situational cues, which-as long as these promote beneficial options (e.g., nudges)-may reduce the likelihood of them choosing the long-term "best" option (Cheung, Kroese, Fennis, & De Ridder, 2017; Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011; Salmon, Fennis, de Ridder, Adriaanse, & de Vet, 2014) .
Altogether, it is not a matter of System 1 versus System 2 being more dominant in explaining self-regulation failure versus success, respectively, as both have been associated with both failure and success. It seems to be the case that successful self-regulators have oriented their System 1 processes toward more favorable outcomes by relying on adaptive habits, setting up one's environment so as to avoid temptations or being faster to identify and/or resolve self-regulation conflicts, thereby reducing the need for effortful control. Similarly, deliberate processes (associated with System 2) can be associated with resistance of temptations but also with planned (functional or dysfunctional) indulgence (De Witt Huberts et al., 2014; Prinsen, Dohle, Evers, Ridder, & Hofmann, 2018) . Thus, it is important to note that understanding factors that are typically said to predict self-regulation failure (i.e., a dominant impulsive system, lack of effortful control) does not mean that their reverse (e.g., a dominant reflective system, effortful control) explain self-regulation success. This has important implications, the main one being that we cannot conclude much about self-regulation success if we design studies to predict self-regulation failure. Typical self-regulation research involves studies that assess people's responses to temptations (e.g., how they feel, think, or behave in response to temptations), and outcomes would be classified as relatively (un) successful based on the extent to which they are oriented toward indulgence or resistance. However, based on the reasoning presented above, I would like to argue that "less failure" is not the same as success. To study self-regulation success, we need other approaches that also allow for participants displaying strategies that, for example, make them avoid temptations altogether or allow for the use of adaptive routines. More specific suggestions for future research will be presented later in the paper. Crucially, thus, I argue that self-regulation success is not the opposite of failure in the sense that processes explaining success are not simply the other side of the coin of processes explaining failure. KROESE 
| SELF-REGULATION SUCCESS VERSUS FAILURE IS NOT STRICTLY A MATTER OF INVERSE BEHAVIORAL ACTIONS
The second argument supporting the statement that self-regulation success is not the opposite of failure is that even on the outcome level, we cannot maintain that abstaining from temptation is indicative of "success" while the inverse, giving in to temptation, is a sign of "failure." Typical examples of self-regulation dilemmas contend that selecting a virtuous option (e.g., a utilitarian product, a healthy food option, spending the night studying for an exam) is illustrative of self-regulatory success while selecting the conflicting vice option (e.g., a luxury product, an unhealthy food option, or spending the night in a bar with friends) would be self-regulatory failure. This focus on single instances of self-regulation dilemmas is seriously limited, however, when considering the bigger picture of self-regulation issues that we are trying to understand. That is, when considering the bigger picture, it is likely that individuals who experience true self-regulation issues (e.g., who are overweight or who have financial debts due to overconsumption) too frequently select vice options; however, it is not true that successful self-regulators always go for the virtuous alternatives. On the contrary, research suggests that people who are very strictly try to abstain from vices tend to be less successful than people who are a bit more lenient when dealing with their self-regulation dilemmas.
The suggestion that successful self-regulators do not always say "no" to temptations has been most clearly illustrated in the domain of healthy eating. One interesting observation in this regard may be what has been referred to as the "French paradox" (Rozin, Fischler, Imada, Sarubin, & Wrzesniewski, 1999 ): compared to Americans, the French seem to be much less concerned with dieting and instead enjoy the good life with their delicious bread, cheese, and
wine; yet the prevalence of overweight and obesity is much lower in France than it is in the United States. This suggests that-despite or perhaps thanks to (Rozin, 2005) their love for food-without restraining themselves, the French are somehow more successful self-regulators in this domain nonetheless. Along the same lines, on an individual difference level, a typical finding is that so-called restrained eaters, who report to restrict their food intake as much as possible, tend to be less successful self-regulators as indicated for example by having higher BMIs (e.g., de Lauzon-Guillain et al., 2006) and being more likely to experience binging episodes as compared to nonrestrained eaters (Polivy, 1996) . Thus, while it makes logic sense that always saying "yes" to temptation will contribute to self-regulation failure, being inclined to always say "no" to temptation is not a direct recipe for self-regulation success. Similar observations can be made when considering the bigger picture across domains where it has also been observed within individuals that restraining oneself can lead to adverse consequences: for example, people who (perceived to have) worked hard (de Witt Huberts, Evers, & De Ridder, 2012; Septianto, 2017) or did morally good deeds (Blanken, van de Ven, & Zeelenberg, 2015) were more likely to subsequently overconsume on hedonic, vice options (e.g., chocolate, luxury products), highlighting that initial diligence is not to be equated with overall self-regulation success. Thus, self-regulation success is not the opposite of self-regulation failure in the sense that it does not mean that abstaining from (vs. indulging in) temptations, particularly when judged from a single instance, is always characteristic of success.
On the other hand, it is also not true that giving in to temptations is always characteristic of self-regulation failure.
Eating a piece of chocolate cake will not make anyone fat, and going out with friends will not directly lead to students failing their studies. Only if such choices are made over and over again, and if these are not sufficiently compensated, will actual problems arise. Quite on the contrary, one can argue that eating the cake and going for a night out serve other, equally important goals: e.g., enjoyment, relaxation, or having a fulfilling social life. Giving in to such temptations would then not necessarily be a sign of failure but in fact, be necessary for people to be successful in a broader sense. Evidence from the domain of healthy eating suggests that, indeed, people who are of healthy weights (i.e., who may be classified as successful self-regulators) indicate to gain pleasure from eating more so than people who are overweight (e.g., Epstein et al., 1989; Kuijer & Boyce, 2014) . Even more telling are findings showing that planned hedonic deviations (i.e., deliberately giving in to temptation) can in fact be beneficial for long-term goal achievement (Coelho do Vale, Pieters, & Zeelenberg, 2016) . Along these lines, scholars have recently suggested to distinguish between functional and dysfunctional self-licensing, where the former refers to self-justified diet violations (i.e., giving in to temptations) that help people adhere to their overall diet goals and is thereby related to self-regulatory success (Prinsen, Dohle, Evers, de Ridder & Hofmann, 2018) . The idea that not restraining oneself can sometimes have beneficial outcomes when considering the bigger picture could of course apply to other domains as well. For example, in the context of typical laboratory tasks that are used to assess self-regulatory strength, such as time of persistence on unsolvable anagrams, it has been argued that early quitting of the task (which would be denoted as self-regulatory failure) may actually be the wise decision to make: Why spend effort and time on a useless lab task while you may also need those resources for more important tasks later that day, like studying (De Ridder, Kroese, & Gillebaart, 2018) ? Of course, we can also think of examples where a single instance of giving in to temptation does lead to serious problems (for example, when betting a large amount of money on the wrong number in the casino), but in general day-to-day behavior, it is clear that an observation of someone yielding to temptation is not necessarily indicative of him or her being an unsuccessful self-regulator. Thus, I argue that self-regulation failure versus success is not simply a matter of indulging in versus abstaining from immediate gratification in single instances in the sense that (a) abstinence is not always "the best choice" and (b) indulgence is not always bad. Therefore, the insights gained from observing single instances of how people deal with temptations is limited. Instead, the crux of successful self-regulation may be the ability to balance abstinence and indulgence-something we have very little scientific insight in. Thus, to do justice to the actual self-regulation problems we are trying to understand, we need to be more aware of the bigger picture when it comes to self-regulation. I will get back to this point in the suggestions for future research.
| RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The central notion of this paper-that self-regulation success is not the mere opposite of failure-has important implications and leads to some crucial considerations for future research. First, to gain further understanding of the processes underlying self-regulation success, it is essential to address it as a distinct research topic, rather than drawing conclusions about its working mechanisms based on studies designed to examine self-regulation failure. Some important first work has already been conducted, such as briefly discussed above (e.g., Gillebaart et al., 2016; Gillebaart & Ridder, 2015; Stillman et al., 2017) . From these initial steps, we gained essential insights that have changed the way we think about the underlying processes of successful self-regulation. Yet the road is still open for additional work in this domain that more specifically addresses the development and the interplay of automatic processes leading to self-regulation success. For example, it is important to gain a better understanding of how adaptive habits are naturally formed and how this relates to general self-regulation skills. One empirical question is whether people (or even young children) with strong self-regulation skills are more likely to develop adaptive habits or whether adaptive habits can be formed through other factors (parenting practices, physical environments) and in turn foster successful self-regulation (see Lally & Gardner, 2013 , for relevant insights into the development of habits). Similarly, it would be helpful to know how automatic tendencies that help to identify and resolve conflicts come about and how they could be taught to people that do not yet benefit from such effortless strategies. For example, some studies suggest that mental associations between temptations and the conflicting goal-which have been shown to be characteristic of successful self-regulation by automatically activating goal-directed behavior upon exposure to temptations (Fishbach, Friedman, & Kruglanski, 2003) -can be formed through implementation intentions, indeed fostering later self-regulation success (Kroese, Adriaanse, Evers, & De Ridder, 2011; Van Koningsbruggen, Stroebe, Papies, & Aarts, 2011 ). An increased understanding of the (automatic) processes underlying self-regulatory success can further promote the development of strategies to increase levels of success in those who need it.
With regard to the interplay between different automatic processes, other exciting questions arise. These not only relate to the interplay between different automatic strategies that potentially underlie successful self-regulation but also to their interaction with environmental cues. For example, how are the experience and resolution of conflict related? The present literature allows for competing hypotheses, predicting either that weaker conflicts are easier to resolve or that successful conflict resolution is more likely for stronger conflicts because only those allow for the activation of appropriate defensive mechanisms (Ozaki et al., 2017; . Similar questions are still open with regard to the development of adaptive habits: Would it be wise to avoid temptations as much as possible, or should people gain experience to be able to successfully deal with temptations once they are encountered (e.g., Dewitte, Bruyneel, & Geyskens, 2009 ). For many of such questions, research has only just started to shed some light while also being challenged with contrasting findings. Thus, a first road for future research would be to further disentangle and understand the unique underlying processes explaining self-regulation success.
Second, it is most essential for future research to take on a more holistic approach considering repeated exposure to temptations instead of single instances. Only then can we gain more insight into the balancing and compensation processes that may be the actual basis of self-regulation success when looked at in a broader perspective. For example, what do people do after initial indulgence or restraint? Current findings are inconclusive on whether resisting an initial temptation makes people more (e.g., Baumeister et al., 2000) or less (Dewitte et al., 2009) likely to indulge in a subsequent temptation and similarly whether initial indulgence makes people more or less likely to subsequently restrain themselves. Hence, it is important to consider potential moderators for such effects. For example, how people construe instances of indulgence with respect to their self-regulation goals-e.g., can the indulgence be accounted for? Was it related to an independent, special occasion, or is the indulgence perceived as an irreparable breaking with one's standards?-could be an important factor that determines the effects of single lapses on overall self-regulation performance (e.g., Steinmetz & Mussweiler, 2017) . These initial attempts to understand repeated exposure to temptations are exciting and deserve further follow-up.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to look across domains in this regard. One question would be how indulgence or restraint in one domain may impact self-regulation when confronted with temptation in another domain.
For example, would two women who just "shopped till they dropped" be more or less inclined to decline a muffin with their coffee, and what are the crucial determinants in this scenario? In this regard, topics like "control readiness" (Kleiman, Trope, & Amodio, 2016 ) may be very inspiring to consider. Another issue to investigate is whether people who are successful self-regulators in one domain are equally successful in other domains or what makes them more successful in one domain compared to the other (more practice, better habits, a more facilitating environment?).
Some notable contributions to a more holistic view have been provided by recent experience sampling studies (Hofmann, W., Baumeister, R. F., Förster, G., & Vohs, K. D. 2012; Ozaki et al., 2017; , that-as pointed to above-have indeed challenged some of the insights that had been derived from earlier lab research. There could be even more to gain from experience sampling paradigms if we could place such data in idiosyncratic contexts, meaning that we interpret individuals' behavior in terms of their own current set of goals. That is, research tends to underappreciate the idea that goal intentions may be waxing and waning over time (e.g., Conroy, Elavsky, Hyde, & Doerksen, 2011) , which has implications for the interpretation of people's behaviors in terms of self-regulatory success. Similarly, as discussed above, individuals can have multiple goals that at times may be conflicting, meaning that we need to know what people's currently prioritized goal is to be able to determine whether his or her behavior was in line with that goal. Thus, zooming out from single temptations to broader perspectives is essential to gain a more complete understanding of self-regulation in the context of real-world issues.
| FURTHER REFLECTIONS
Beyond providing specific pointers for future research, the current paper also brings forward some essential implications for research into self-regulation on a broader level. First, self-regulation research may need to take a step back and reflect on its ecological validity. It is important to carefully consider to what extent the tasks we use appropriately reflect the real-world problems we are trying to understand. Studying fundamental aspects of inhibitory control can probably be done very well using experimental lab paradigms, but when studying behavior that is supposedly more ecologically relevant (e.g., food choices), we can wonder whether lab studies are appropriate. On top of the serious limitations of studying single versus repeated instances of behavior as alluded to above, "success" versus "failure" can have different meanings in the context of a lab study than in real life (de Ridder, Kroese, & Gillebaart, 2018) . For example, it might be considered very reasonable to indulge in chocolate chip cookies while participating in a boring lab study, and giving up quickly on unsolvable anagrams could be an equally wise decision, at least not something we should necessarily call "self-regulation failure." One important issue to consider is that participants at least have to have a true long-term goal to be able to define what is self-regulation failure and success (i.e., actions that would hurt or benefit their particular goal). This is not as self-evident as it may seem, as this goal is often implicitly inferred ("eating candy is never beneficial for future goals") or externally imposed ("it is important to do this task as accurately as possible"). Moreover, participants may have multiple, conflicting goals, making it imperative to assess the extent to which a certain goal of interest is currently active and one of their top priorities. For example, participants may sincerely endorse the goal to maintain a healthy weight, but that does not mean that all of their actions are or should be devoted to reach that goal, especially not when they also endorse equally important goals that sometimes inherently collide. In sum, any behavioral outcome can only be interpreted in the context of participants' (active) goals, thereby noting again that single lapses may not even qualify as "failure" in general. One way to deal with this would be to use participants' subjective experience of failure or success as an outcome measure. However, even then the interpretation in terms of long-term self-regulation outcomes may not be straight-forward, as restrained eaters who would themselves qualify eating a cookie in the lab as an incidence of failure may ultimately not be better off (i.e., not be better self-regulators) compared to people who are a bit more lenient and do not see it as an act of failure but just enjoy the moment. Thus, while straight-forward solutions
do not yet present themselves, taking into account the real-world problem that forms the basis for studying a particular self-regulation issue and pinpointing to what extent findings can be interpreted within or generalized to that context is challenging but of crucial importance for our work to be meaningful.
Relatedly, we can wonder whether paradigmatic cases of short-term temptation versus long-term goals (e.g., healthy versus unhealthy snack, partying versus studying) are sufficient to study self-regulation. Surely, successful self-regulation (by definition) involves adjusting one's behavior in the service of long-term goals, but that is not all it entails. As alluded to in the section on automatic self-regulation processes, for example, successful self-regulation also involves adopting adaptive habits or employing smart strategies to avoid temptations altogether or to efficiently deal with them (Fujita, 2011) . It is essential to study more of such proactive self-regulation behaviors, rather than only focusing on reactive processes (i.e., when a temptation is already there). That means that novel paradigms should be developed that actually allow for participants to use such proactive strategies. For example, a study by Ent et al. (2015) was designed to assess whether participants chose to expose themselves to temptations or not (by letting them choose to work in a noisy environment or in a quiet room), which offers a fresh perspective that goes beyond investigating how people behave when they already are in a tempting environment.
A final consideration is related to the language we use to talk about self-regulation "failure" and "success." As highlighted in this paper, labeling certain behaviors as indicators of "failure" or "success" may be inappropriate without knowing the bigger context, where this bigger context involves (a) someone's personal goals and (b) someone's behavioral pattern over a longer period of time. A fitting suggestion would be to refrain from normative qualifications and instead report objective observations. For example, a researcher can report that "these participants were more likely to consume chocolate than those participants," or report how much delay participants displayed in performing certain duties or report how much many utilitarian-oriented versus hedonically oriented choices participants made, without directly positioning this in a framework of self-regulation success and failure. Instead, qualifications of self-regulation success or failure should be used only in relation to the achievement of people's personal goals.
Together, these considerations may help to advance the study of self-regulation and further our understanding of self-regulation failure and success in relation to real-world issues.
| CONCLUSION
Understanding self-regulation failure has been an important endeavor in psychological research, as it pertains to some of current Western societies' most pressing problems. Being able to explain self-regulation failure, however, does not mean that we also understand self-regulation success. The current paper showed that both in terms of underlying processes and in terms of single outcomes, failure and success cannot be considered mere opposites.
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To move the field further, it is therefore important to (a) carefully consider what successful self-regulation entails, as it is obvious that it is more than being able to resist temptations, (b) design studies to specifically assess self-regulation success, rather than inferring success from studies designed to assess failure, and (c) take a more holistic approach to studying self-regulation, as single behavioral instances are not informative for long-term failure or success.
A remarkably large share of research on self-regulation has been devoted to understanding when and why people tend to give in to (single) temptations. Next to showing in what kinds of situations people are more likely to indulge, research has also zoomed in to further elucidate the underlying mechanisms of such findings. It is now time to zoom out and boost our efforts toward understanding the many other aspects of self-regulation, starting with a strong focus on self-regulatory success and keeping in mind the bigger picture of what it is we are really investigating.
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